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MIKE PERRY, Enid freshman, and Kendall Holding, Yukon senior, show their talents during the team roping event. (Photo by Chuck Cole)

Collegiate Rodeo Begins April 24
By PENNY MARTIN
Dust your boots and brush
your drawl-the eighth annual
'OSU Collegiate Rodeo is
ing back into town.
This year, SWOSU students
i enjoy the excitement free of
arge due to the Student
nate $2000 appropriation to
utter and Sons, an Elk City
m, for livestock for the
leo.
The rodeo will be held April
-26 at Rader Park Arena.
ie nightly event will begin at
30 p.m., and announcer Duane
ters will be on hand to keep
i audience informed on the
tion.
Advance tickets are available
r $2 for adults and $1 for
ildren under 12. Tickets may
io be purchased at the gate
r $3 for adults and $2 for
ildren. Children under five
11 be admitted free.
The rodeo, approved by the
ational intercollegiate Rodeo
sociation, is sponsored by
e Weatherford Jaycees, the
deo team and the Student
wociation.
"Denny Don and the Memory
akers" will provide toe-tapping

They must provide their own earthly feeling that compares
music each night after the rodeo ging, calf roping, team ropat the Kendall House Ballroom ing, barrel racing and goat equipment and method of trans- with the way you feel after
portation to and from each riding a good bronc right."
tying.
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Hirschman and his colleagues
Southwestern's rodeo pro- rodeo. They also pay all their
The Southwestern rodeo
will
experience this euphoric
own
expenses
while
at
the
team has covered a lot of miles gram has advanced rapidly in
feeling again when the rodeo
in experience and effort, and the past 12 years, and the rodeo.
Why rodeo? It's one way to travels back to town next
the team takes pride in its combination of team and intravel
all over the country, week. So dust off those boots
dividual
honors
make
an
imachievements. "We work hard,
and ride on out to Rader Park
and
it
pays
for itself.
pressive
list.
play hard and go to win,"
to share the fun of collegiate
Dale
Hirschman,
Del
City
Southwestern
has
won
two
senior,
explained,
"There
is
no
rodeo.
said Barry Davis, one of the
NIRA championships in past
rodeo team coaches.
Rodeo became an organized years. Randy Taylor of Niteam sport on campus in 1967 coma Park, Tex., won the naL i s t s
under the leadership of Dr. tional steer wrestling champion- C a n d i d a t e
Don "Doc" Mitchell. This semes- ship in 1976, and Bana Perry,
ter, 17 women and 40 men Enid junior, won the national
participate on Southwestern's barrel racing title in 1979.
That same year, the women's C a m p a i g n
V i e w s
rodeo team.
team
finished
fifth
overall
in
the
To meet eligibility requireBy JANET SHELBY
Allen Swanda, Moore sophoments
for the NIRA, a student NIRA standings, tight of the
in
team members traveled to the
more,
has announced his canmust
have
completed
12
hours
Just
as
the
"highest
office
24
college finals last summer, and in the land" is open for grabs didacy for Student Association
the
previous
semester
or
and
each finished in the top 20 of next November, our campus president. His running mate or
hours each school year their competition.
will select through the "ballot vice-presidential choice is Rocky
maintain a 2.0 gradeRodeoing contains excite- box exercise" the leadership Lee, Walters sophomore.
point average.
ment and anticipation for the
Swanda, a tri-major student,
The rodeo competition re- cowboys and requires both phy- for next year.
is
currently
a sophomore senator
Two-term
Student
Associaquires many long hard hours sical and mental preparation.
of practice to master the tim- Along with the fun comes tion president, Mike Calvert, and holds the office of Budget
ing, coordination, and consis- many responsibilities. The cow- cites responsibility, awareness, and Appropriations Chairman.
tency needed for excelling in boy and cowgirl have to take and supportivencss as being He is the recipient of a threethe different events. Various care of their own animals important qualities for presi- (Continued on Page 2)
team members participate in and entries, be their own secre- dent.
bull, bareback, and saddle bronc taries and money managers.
riding, steer wrestling, bulldog-
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three jobs and if need be, I will The budget can only really be
just activities?
decided when we find out how
Yes, the mandatory student drop two of them to meet the much money is available.
demands
of
the
office
that
I
am
fee policy is a very necessary
Campus Lighting-We all
tool to give money so the as- running for. I am currently know that campus lighting is a
enrolled
in
22
hours,
but
plan
to
sociation can operate for the
serious problem, as well as the
students. We are willing to pro- drop three or four to give me administration. I feel that next
more
time
for
the
office.
Rocky
vide other services if that is what
year we could meet with the
the students want. There have is enrolled in 17 hours next administration after the Board
fall.
Neither
of
us
plan
to
live
been quite a few projects which
of Regents has demonstrated
a lot of time and money was on campus next year.
what kind of support that they
Elaborate
on
personal
goals
invested which were not supare offering our school this sumor
policy
proposals:
ported at all by the student
mer. We could then decide on
Summer
Orientation
Clinics—
body. If the students are willing
a plan which is helpful to all
to utilize services which would We would like to institute a
Telephone Service in Dormiprogram
which
would
orient
benefit them, I'm sure the
tories-There
are tentative plans
services could be looked into freshmen on campus surround- for looking into the phone
ings
and
with
other
students.
and decided upon.
situation again next year, alWhat ideas do you have for We are presently in the process though a full-scale change in
of
planning
what
we
could
do
gaining community support and
phone service could still be a
interest in campus projects? if we were elected.
little ways off.
"Speakers"
Series-If
the
stuI believe that we are presently enjoying community sup- dents would like to have visiting
port here at Southwestern. They speakers, I believe that it would
always back us at Homecoming be an added learning experience
and blood drives. The student which could be accommodated.
funding of the rodeo was a good Student feedback would be destep in relations with the com- sired to find out their choice
munity, and we hope to con- or preferences.
Availability of Senators/hours
PREPARING THEIR campaign drive, Rocky Lee, Moore, and tinue with mutual support.
MeiTsw'wdV Waltersdiscuss student issues. The two sophomores »te
your
attention
Being
thetime
leaderand
of the
Sen- office open-We hope to keep
^ J Z ^ for office in the Student Senate elections April 23. will be demanded on all aspects the office open when it could
of planning, etc. What sacri- best be utilized by students.
if we could get it involved and fices are you willing to make? They would be decided next
(Continued from Page 1)
year ROTC scholarship as well cooperate with the administra- How many hours will you carry year with the members of the
tion. It is a question which in the fall? your running mate? executive council.
as a tuition scholarship.
Rocky Lee is the actingcould be better answered by Will you be living on campus
Expansion of Budget-The
next year? your running mate? budget next year might include
Activities Chairman and sopho- senate next year.
1 am presently employed at a fund set-up for special proWhat previous experiences or
more class president.
The following questionnaire offices do you feel qualifies
jects which could be put on.
D i a l
. .
was answered by Allen Swanda. you as a candidate?
I am presently Budget and C a d e t s t o A i d ' R e p u b l i c '
What will be your "top
a s u m m e r
job:
Appropriations Chairman and
priority" goal if elected?
The ROTC Bulldog Battalion Kan.
My goal would be to keep participate in many areas of the
The mock war demonstration
the student association running Senate. I have become friends at Southwestern Oklahoma State
smoothly in correlation with with many prominent student University was alerted for pos- will train cadets in the areas of 800-331-1000
Work as a M a n p o w e r
the needs of the students and leaders on campus: Mike Cal- sible deployment to assist the tactics, survival and weapons.
vert, Mark Province, Mike Riley. besieged forces of the Silliarean
Battalion commander, Cadet temporary. Flexible
with administrative policies.
I have listened to their exLieutenant Colonel Christopher
On what basis did you periences and views, and have Republic.
Taylor,
Weatherford senior, ex- schedules. Good pay.
The
Republic
had
been
inselect your running mate?
adopted some of these as my vaded by mechanized infantry plained that "the operate should Assignments available i n
Rocky and I met our fresh- ability
be the units of the Lawtonian Peo- provide the battalion with an your college town or
own. Iand
havedesire
theto
leadership
man year and became good president of the association, pie's Republic.
excellent opportunity to show hometown. Please call,
friends. We both have the
Do you support the manDon't panic folks. This "war" their ability."
desire to lead. I selected Rocky datory student fee policy? Are is a part of the tactical training
The Bulldog Battalion will toll free.
partially on his leadership abili- you willing to integrate pro- that third year ROTC cadets
ties, but also for his hard- grams and services that will ben- will receive in preparation for travel to Fort Sill by helicopter ft M A N P O W E R
working attitude and our friend- efit all students, rather than summer training at Fort Riley. Friday, April 18, for the three- ^B^P^
TEMPORARY S£HV>C£S
day exercise.
ship.
Are you willing to confront
the administration when student
rights are violated or impaired?
What, if any, proposals do you
offer in re-emphasizing and/or
reactivating the supreme court?
Yes, Rocky and I are! The
student supreme court lost its
Creative
power about four years ago. I
believe that it could be a helpful
Professional
part of the
student
association
Wedding
WHATS &
1
P
h
otography
W H A T NOTS
•new
Plaster Whiteware 15%
off
regular
price.
See our wall plaques1
statues & pig banks.
WE ALSO HAVE:
A wide selection of
craft books.

7,'fKH *

Wood plaques & letters
for sororities & fraternities.
Silk flower kits to
make your wedding
have a special touch.
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772-5092
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By KIM TURNER
Good ol' Mom and Dad!
here would we be without
em? Probably in hock up to
ir earlobes or rotting in a jail
II lull of overdraft slips.
Just imagine. . .no Dad's
iy football game, no collect
tone calls, no Care packages,
mc of Mom's good cookin'
iring breaks. How much fun
mid it have possibly been to
cort your pet rock to your
gh-school
Mother-Daughter
mquets?
In recognition of the imirtance of the parents of
WOSU students, the Student
mate has declared Friday, May
, as Parents' Day on the Southcstem campus.
Activities will include the
mini Duke Awards assembly
: 1 p.m. in the Student Center
allroom, a reception to follow
i the TV Lounge, and booths
id tours sponsored by the
irious academic departments
ul campus organizations.
Representatives of depart\
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D e c l a r e s

ments and organizations Interested m providing a booth in tin
TV Lounge or a tour of their
facilities arc urged to contact
Parents' Day Committee Chairman Kent Brown or one of the
following committee members:
Scot Clcvcnger, Laura F.pperson,
Ken Hamilton, Jackie llenson,
Michelle Riley or Kim Turner.
Also discussed at the April
9 meeting of the Student Association were plans to cooperate with the Vesta Theatre
in the co-sponsorship of a weekend showing of the movie
"Rocky Horror Picture Show."
The Senate will provide $250
to co-sponsor the Vesta's second
weekend of the movie, which
will be shown at midnight on
Friday and Saturday of the two
weekends it will appear in Weatherford. The Senate's co-sponsorship of the second weekend
will entitle SWOSU students
with I.D.'s to $1 admission.
Blood
Drive Committee
Chairman O'Dellas Murrell reported that the Spring Week
H i g h l i g h t s

M

a

y

2

P a r e n t s '

blood drive was a success,
with approximately 186 pints of
blood donated.
The organizations donating
the largest amounts in this semester's drive were Tau Kappa
Epsilon with 27 pints, Bible
Chair with 20 pints, and Kappa
Mu Alpha with 13 pints.
Don Saunders was appointed
chairman of a committee to investigate the possibilities of posting the words of the "Alma
Mater" somewhere in the gymnasium. Committee members include: Kent Brown, Mike Riley
and Clay Scott.
A feature of the April 9 meeting was a campaign speech by
Mr. Allen Welch for U.S. Senate
candidate Jim Hamilton of Poteau.
Constitution Committee
Chairman Richard Bowles announced the approval of the
constitution of the Chinese
Club.
Budget and Appropriations
Committee member Jimmy Scott
announced the following ap-

D

a

improvements, in addition to the
selection of Duke Award recipients.

propriations: $60 to Bud Fegenbush, $35 to Gary Cooper and
$25 to Mike Calvert, winners
of the top three places in the
Spring Week Mr. Southwestern
pageant; $263 to Midwest Trophy Co.; $162.50 for the movie
"Almost Summer" which was
shown to high school students
attending S.W.I.M. on Saturday
afternoon and to SWOSU students Saturday evening, and
$200 for the disco dance held
during Spring Week.
Treasurer Brenda Bolander
announced a balance of $7140.
53.
April 9 absences included:
Royce Chad wick, Pete Franks,
George Hincy, Rocky Lee, Mark
Province, Pam Robison, Alien
Swanda, Debbie Templeman,
Cindy Vaughn and Lee Walther.
The next meeting of the
Student Association will be held
ihis evening, April 16, at 6 p.m.,
in the Student Center Skyview
Room and will feature a speaker,
Mr. Bob Maynard, on campus

P s y c h o l o g y

Thirty days or $100 is the maximum penalty for littering roads
or public property in Oklahoma.
Keep Oklahoma Beautiful!

SUMMER
STORAGE
AS LOW AS $5/mo.
IF YOU HAVE SOME
BUDDIES TO SHARE
THE COST WITH YOU.
WE HAVE THE
FOLLOWING SIZES
AVAILABLE:
5x5

C o u r s e

5x10

Kenneth Russworm, owner of meaningful view of death give moving the taboo associated with denial and lack of communication
ussworm Funeral Homes, re- frTUs and vitality to our lives," he this long-neglected area of human have kept each of us ignorant
about this topic for too long,"
ently was guest speaker for the continued. "Perhaps the most im- experience.
portant thing that such a course
"Perhaps the major lesson said Levy.
lass on Death and Dying.
Russworm spoke about the can accomplish is to give official learned from this class is lhat The seminar on Death and
;gal. ethical, cultural and emo- permission to talk openly and everyone has numerous emotions Dying will be offered again in the
lonal aspects of the funeral di- honestly about death and dying. and thoughts concerning death spring of 1981.
ection business. He encouraged But I must add that the central and the dying process and that
nembers of the class to look lesson of the course is that the
head, to accept their own mor- rights of the individual must be
T a s t e s
S u c c e s s
ality and to discuss with their respected in these matters. And G o l f T e a m
this
means
that
each
person
is
amilies or with a funeral director
smooth as they are at this
ByTRACEY HARRINGTON
vhat they would like to have done free to use this permission, when
point," he added.
Coach
Delaportc,
varsity
golf
and where and however he or she
it their funeral.
Coach Delaportc stated that
coach, reported that the 1980
wishes.
Dr. Les Levy, associate profesthen stiffest competition is the
varsity
golf
team
is
having
a
"What is so hopeful is the cour;or of psychology and chairmanOklahoma teams.
very successful season.
:lect of the Psychology Depart- age of so many, many peopleSouthwestern held a golf
The
team
has
shown
their
nent, and Dr. Sam Lackey, as- courage which makes them, in my skills in the three tournaments tournament April 11-12 with
listant professor of philosophy mind, true heroes and heroines. entered. At the Fort Worth 12 teams participating.
ind English, teach the course. And these are ordinary people, Toumey, they placed second.
The 1980 golf team is comIn conjunction with the course, not specially gifted, who have They went on to place fourth posed of Bob McAfee, captain;
simply
been
given
the
option
of
Levy and Lackey recently conin the Edmond tournament, Bubby Dodson, Matt Monzingo,
tacted a one-day workshop on coming to grips with the reality of and the team captured first Don Cofer, and Jim Petree Jr.
Death and Dying at Western their own deaths, each in his or place in the Padre-Corpus Christi
The golfers have not only
Oklahoma State Hospital in Fort her own way.
Tournament.
won team honors but have also
"You
see,
there
arc
no
simple
Supply for a meeting of the Okla"We have an outstanding won individual awards.
homa Association of Licensed solutions, no set procedures, only team this year, and I feel they
Don Cofer won a medal at
a
natural
process
which
we
must
Practical Nurses. This workshop
are doing us a great job!" Coach the Fort Worth Tournament,
learn
to
respect
and
be
guided
by.
was approved by the American
Delaportc exclaimed.
and Matt Monzingo took first
Medical Association for continu- That is why each of us is the
"We have a very good chance at Edmond, a second at Fort
authority
on
our
own
mortality
ing education credit.
of winning our conference this Worth and a third at the Padre
There are 55 students enrolled and, at best, a student of other year if things keep going as Tournament.
people's
processes
of
adjustment
in the Death and Dying class,
which is being offered for the first and realization.
"I believe we are dealing with a
time at Southwestern.
natural
process and the individuD o n ' t m i s s t h e s p e c i a l
In addition, nurses and several
patients from the Dialysis Unit at al's inalienable rights to achieve
Clinton Regional Hospital have this final stage of growth-thc
visited the class, as did a woman crucial test of our rights to life.
who has had cancer for several liberty and the pursuit of hap4-inch blooming plantsyears. The ability to put their piness."
Dr. Levy mentioned the imlives in perspective and to share
their experiences inspired class portance of sharing one's
thoughts concerning dying with
members, Dr. Lackey said.
"So often, the lessons of a others as the major means of reGet your African Violets,
R u s t y

N a i l
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Hairstyling

f o r

l\KL can do AO muck for uou. jLt ua kotp uou
ckooA* a cut and stuto that id riaht for uou.
'WL know att the fatoit in men A and u/omen 3
ofou/cuti, atufed, andpormA.
Owner, Operator:
Kan<l^ S . k i
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10x10
10x20

772-2277
TO RESERVE A UNIT
FOR OCCUPANCY
LAY yh OF THE
MONTHLY RENTAL
ON US NOW,
AND
YOU HAVE GOT
SOME STORAGE.
THIS DEPOSIT WILL
APPLY ON YOUR
MAY RENT.
ECONOMY
STORAGE
1505 EAST MAIN

o n

o u r

K a l a n c h o e s
$ 2 . 9 5 .

April

16

Operators: C°''"
_Jinn Olefin en Mtn
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY.
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT AT
522 N. State

772-3700

Green Acres Nursery
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E.
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772-7006
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By KIM TURNER
In view of the present Iran crisis and the unrest in the Mideast. John
Updike's "The Coup" is not only a well-written, enjoyable piece of literature, but a timely commentary on the state of the world.
The memoirs of the former dictator of the smallfictitiousSouth
African nation of Kush. "The Coup" is a sadly humorous chronicle of
the slow death of idealism in government.
When Wisconsin-educated President Ellelou took over the control of
Kush. formerly Noire, from the symbolically blind King Edumu, a
French puppet, he had a dream of creating the perfect African nationa Socialist state, isolated economically, culturally, and in every possible way from the other imperfectly governed nations of the world.
Ellclou's Muslim country is at the brink of economic collapse due to a
prolonged drought, yet Ellelou. with his dedication to anti-Capitalism
and isolationism refuses all foreign-offered aid and even makes possession of foreign-manufactured products illegal.
He has a special enmity for America and the products of its Allahforsaken Capitalist regime, and thus is dismayed when he finds that
one of his ministers has been in contact with a U.S. government agency
concerning the U.S.-funded construction of a Braille library to be
named for the blind King Edumu. who was beheaded in the postrevolutionary cleansing of Kush's government.
From out of the desert comes a mysterious rumor that Edumu's
detached
head has established itself as an oracle in a cave deep in the
Looks l>Ke sun bathing weather is here og •mil
wilderness and is calling for the overthrow of Ellelou and the subsequent return of prosperity to Kush.
Ellelou makes a pilgrimage into the desert to discover the source of
the rumor andfindsa tourist trap consisting of a mechanized head attached to a speaker system and surrounded by cheap motels and concession stands, all operated by Russians.
Ellelou exposes the "oracle" for what it is, but, on his return trip,
stumbles upon yet another slip-up in his perfect nation--a hidden city
straight out of the midwestcrn United States, even to its very own set of
L e t t e r s . .
.
towering Golden Arches. The city, cleverly named Ellelou, is discovDear Editor,
ered to be a pet project of Ellclou's subversive minister, Ezana.
Puzzle of the Week
Because I'm a senior this
After several adventures in Ellelou, including the theft of the Presiyear and due to graduate in a dent's identification and money which necessitates his taking jobs as a
"Signs of S p r i n g "
few weeks, a problem has come fry cook and a parking-lot attendant, the exhausted and disgusted
to my attention that I think dictator returns to his capital only to find that in his prolonged absence
could be easily remedied.
E/ana has successfully phased Ellelou and his idealistic approach to
Bugs
F 0 U T T E N N i S L : F A R s S II
During the past few weeks, I government out and has equally successfully phased capitalism and the
Grass
have run hither and yon from American way of life in.
N R W .1 1 0 M K F c B A I P S T II w Fishing
Weeds
Ellelou manages to reconcile himself to the idea, especially after a
one building to the next, trying
1 R 1 L r> s I I 11 r T 0 s A E N N E' Love
to complete all the trivial re- brief period of incarceration, and is pensioned off to Paris, along with
Tennis
quirements for graduation from otic of his four wives and two of his multitude of children.
kinis
I i) •; S E T M T A i T c II T L S T n
this institution. Worse than that
The many characters who inhabit the pages of "The Coup" arc
Apathy
i couldn't get anyone or even slightly insulting and delightfully colorful caricatures of everyday
S N D I B A S r. B A L L 1 II C i: A D
Bad Grades
several people who could tell pcoplc-from Ellclou's Archie-Bunker fathcr-in-law to his wife Sheba. a
Suntans
me what to do next.
completely subserviant Kushitc woman who exists on a constant high
1. S L A G E T s U 0 0 S N Y V D N 1 Shorts
Baseball
I realize of course that many produced by chewing kola nuts.
P s E '. 1Y i: R G S V Y G V c A S N
Rain
of these mundane little tasks
Updike's satirical combination of ridiculous but realistic characters
Flowers
have been reported in the paper, and a sad-silly plot creates an effective commentary on our times and
Sunshine
i: A A A 0 1) E A S S E R A 1 I R S G
but if a person misses one, he's still manages to remain totally readable and enjoyable.
Babies
in trouble.
N R E R u N S C IJ S 0 P K B G [S
Robins
My suggestion is this: why
Wind
I G s •i I 1 N N R S S R D T X D I n
Reruns
not get the Student Senate to Greek News
Bicycles
research this problem and have
II II 1 A E N 1 A 1 I-' s E N A I \ B w Kites
them present a short senior
car wash is being held today at
By JANET SHELBY
Tornadoes
seminar.
the Gulf station as a fundPhi
Delta
Theta
and
Gamma
s C R 1-'G k A E I '. D A A V N B A A Wedd ings
A list of do's and don'ts Phi Beta venture to Clinton raiser for the Gamma Phi Beta
Fr i sbee
N 1 0 1 I N J 1. E A 1 r R 0 P R B F. Clean Cars
could be printed and distributed Thursday for an evening of sorority.
Flies
The Tau Kappa Epsilon fraat the meeting and perhaps, skating.
U M II B S I I c S S E M J G 0 W 0 R
ternity
treated the Sigma Kappa
The
Phi
Delts
will
announce
they could invite key people
s I. s R 1 W 0 i F 11 u R 0 B I •. S T
in the process to answer any the winner of the annual Dia- and Alpha Gamma Delta girls
mond Raffle today. Kevin to an evening of roast pig and
questions.
liquid refreshment last ThursThis same list could be dis- Bunch, Hereford, Tex., is the day.
Phi Delta Theta pledge.
tributed in department offices to
Panhellenic Council is busy
The Phi Delt Altus weekend
anyone not able to attend the is April 18 and 19.
with plans for formal rush and
meeting.
the Arts Festival.
The Alpha Gamma Delta
T H E
S O U T H W E S T E R N
Believe me, being a senior is fraternity sold baked goodies
Sharon Mahlstcdt, Gamma
Official Student Publication of
enough trouble without all this April 12, in the Student Union. Phi Beta, has been named the
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
unnecessary frustration.
1980
Muscular Dystrophy
Gamma Phi Beta enjoyed an
MICHAEL L. KELLEY evening with the Pi Kappa Dance-A-Thon Chairman. AnySubscription Price: $3.00 Per Year
Cancer Society To
Alpha fraternity last Thursday. one interested in helping with
Host
Tournament
The
Gamma Phi girls had a bake this annual event should call
Second Class Postage Paid at Weatherford, OK 73096
sale at the Weatherford Shop- Ext. 5273.
For
Funds
in
May
Second Class Permit No. 508100
ping Center April 12.
Jim Pitson is the Sigma Tau
Cancer is an all powerful
Rick Hatfield was the winner Gamma pledge. Initiation is
Published every week of the Academic Year, except during holidays, problem in our society. It is a of the Gamma Phi gas raffle. A planned for this weekend.
and every other week of the Summer Session by The Southwestern
disease that touches too many
Publishing Co., University Campus, Weatherford, Okla. 73096.
lives and destroys too many Tryouts-April 24
families.
Member of Oklahoma Collegiate Press Association
Counted
The American Cancer Society This year will mark the be- B e
"The Southwestern is a citizen of its community."
ginning
of
an
old
traditionis
doing
something
about
this
Editor
Teri Emel
dilemma and is sponsoring activi- male cheerleaders. Cheerleading
Associate Editor
Pam Weeks
ties to raise money for cancer tryouts will be held April 24,
Vofe Apr/7 23
Managing Editor
Susan Polk
and both male and female
research,
education
for
both
Campus Editor
Kathy Penner
students are encouraged to compublic and medical professionals pete.
Student Editor
Pam Robison
and service to cancer patients
Sports Editor
Tim Allen
A meeting concerning the For Student
and their families.
try-outs and cheerleader requireGreek Editor
Janet Shelby
As part of their annual fund- ments will be held tomorrow
Staff Cartoonist
Dale Hirschman
raising drive, they are sponsoring night in the gym lobby at
Photographers
David Burlison
Senate Offices
a bowling tournament May 2-4. 6:30 p.m.
Mark Fuller
Additional
information
can
Also
scheduled
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The opinions expressed on this editorial page are not necessarily the
be obtained from Faye Kelln,
Woman's Education Day.
opinions of the administration of the university. The Southwestern
Interested students may con- Ext. 4012.
Publishing Co. is solely responsible for the content of this newspaper.
tact Terri Wilson, 772-7958,
for further information.
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As finals approach, a transirmation occurs on campus.
tudents never before seen in
le library suddenly become
ermanent residents. The atmoshere is heavy and the conentration is tense. But some
tudents are overly affected by
tie stress and pressure to do well
i the exams.
According to Janet H. Shirrifs
j the Department of Physiology
nd Health Sciences at Ball
tate University in Indiana,
Excessive stress may be so inapacitating that no effort on
he part of the individual can
Ueviate it.
"It is impossible for learning
D take place in an overly
tressful environment in which
he adaptive potential of stuents is exceeded."
The dangers of stress can not
>e emphasized enough. Students
inder stress tend to do worse
S p e c i a l '
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in exams than those who are not
emotionally and physically affected by the pressure of school
and the importance of getting
good grades.
The students who arc affected usually experience common ailments such as headaches, nausea, vomiting and
stomach cramps.
Some students do not experience these extreme symptoms, but a change in their
behavior is often noted. Their
symptoms are frequently irritability and shortness of temper.
Associate professor of health
education and director of the
Phychophysiology Research Laboratory at the University of
Maryland, Daniel A. Girdano
explained, "In an overwhelming
majority of cases, stressed people are stressed because they
have a stressful lifestyle and
learn through years of conditioning to react in a stressful

A t h l e t e s

t o

Meet director this year is Kay
Entries from eight western
)klahoma counties are expected Dene Brown, senior special eduor the eighth annual Special cation major from Woodward
)lympics scheduled for April 19 and president of the Student
Council for Exceptional Childin campus.
Harold Jackson, Area 11 co- ren (CEC). Serving as hosts
irdinator for the program and will be members of the CEC
pecial education instructor at and representatives of a variety
>WOSU, said the meet is for of campus clubs and organinentally handicapped persons zations.
According to Jackson, many
rom Beckham, Blaine, Caddo,
duster, Dewey, Greer, Roger volunteers are needed for the
dills and Washita Counties. day's activities. Any individual
Participants are automatically or group willing to assist should
:ligible to enter the state Special report to the Rankin Williams
Olympics May 14-16 at Central Health and Physical Education
State University in Edmond. Building at 8 a.m. on April 19.
Funds to pay for the activiSeparate contests for boys
ind girls will be according to ties have been received from
ige groups 8-9, 10-11, 12-13, local businesses, church and civic
14-15, 16-17, 18-19, 20-29 and groups, campus organizations
30 and older. Each age group and individuals. Donations to
will be divided into one to four the program are tax deductible,
'competition divisions" based noted Jackson.
The Special Olympics, which
Dn actual performances in Specis supported nationally by the
al Olympics events tests.
Mew
C o u r s e
t o
b e
O f f e r e d
If you are an admirer of care and scientific research."
:thical issues, you may be in- Dr. Lackey added that the
:erested in a new course, Phil- three-hour course will also deal
Dsophy of Religion, that will be with the traditional concerns of
affered next fall.
religious philosophy, but that
Dr. Sam Lackey, course in- "this new area of applied values
structor, explained that the is an important plunge into the
course will concentrate on the world of practical action."
need to "restore religion-based Interested students may con
ethical insights to our soci- tact Dr. Lackey, Ext. 4700
ety's decision-making processes, SI 12c, for further information
especially in areas of health

T-Shirt W e e k is A p r i l 21-25.
I Stop by and
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manner.
"As far as health and illness
are concerned, a stressed person
is one who exhibits physical
arousal in response to socialemotional conditions. A vicious
cycle develops until minor happenings are met with major
arousals and the individual never
really relaxes."
For some individuals, the
"vicious cycle" begins in school.
This has educators and the
health field extremely worried
about the long-range consequences of students in a highly
stressed environment.
A small study conducted at
Southwestern found these students' typicalresponsesto stress
and exams, "I am thinking about
the exam a lot before the test.
The morning before taking the
test I can't eat breakfast, I just
want to take the exam and get it
over with.
"After the test I worry about

o

u

r

c

e

o

f

the grade."
Others related a similar experience, "I put off studying
until the night before. . .1 don't
sleep well that night because the
material for the test keeps going
over in my mind.
"After the test I worry about
how I did and get confused
about the answers I wrote. I
am sick most of the time and use
it often as an excuse."
The typical response is often
the most positive and healthful. Out of those students
interviewed at Southwestern, the
typical answer was "I just do
the best I can. I never think
about it afterwards."
If more students took this
approach, the emotional and
health problems related to stress
could be reduced significantly.
Here are a few suggestions
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s

s

recommended by the Health
Education Journal. They may
not be the right answers for
everyone, but they are potentially constructive methods in alleviating stress.
First, deal with anxiety and
anger as they occur in small
pieces. Second, be assertive,
honest and real when situations
involving people create feelings
of anxiety or anger. Third,
select and use appropriate physical outlets for venting anger
and anxiety (running, cycling,
playing tennis or playing piano).
And last of all use appropriate
defense mechanisms.
Dealing with stress constructively may not assure a student
of a good grade, but it will
certainly make life a little
easier and education a lot more
enjoyable.
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appetite suppressant

C o m p e t e
Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation,
was begun several years ago to
provide opportunities in sports
activities for mentally handicapped persons.
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! Bookthrift Sale April 14-18
Items

We have new books that

too

numerous
are selling for V2 price.
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likely address their needs
In public meetings held in and as of yet, there is no paid through the social and psyBy MISTY WALKER
staff
other
than
the
acting
ditowns throughout eight counchological counseling that will
If federal funds come through ties, which included Beckham, rector.
as expected, July 1 will n.ark the Blaine, Custer, Dewey, Greer,
However, in July after the be offered.
beginning of the New Horizons Harmon, Roger Mills, and Washi- funding comes through, the proIn an attempt to educate the
Mental Health Center, a program ta, the need for the clinic was gram will employ an executive people and to make them more
to service persons in Western recognized, and the people's director, a contracted, consult- aware of the importance of such
Oklahoma who feel a need for support was given.
ing psychiatrist, licensed psy- a mental health program, New
psychological as well as social
chologists, educational psycholo- Horizons offers to the public
The
original
task
force
then
and/or educational counseling.
gists,
psychology graduates at and to SWOSU students a
increased in size to include
According to Tom Verville of people from each of the eight both the bachelors and masters free, distinguished lectures serthe Mental Health Clinic on the counties. In August of 1979, levels, certified social workers, ies.
SWOSU campus, who has been the New Horizons Corporation counselors and a number of Already, two of such lectures
appointed Acting Director of was formed-separate from the mental health workers.
have been provided, and VerNew Horizons, the program orig- Custer County Mental Health
These employees will provide ville spoke of future workinated over a year ago as a pro- Association.
services in the areas of in- shops and seminars covering the
ject of the Custer County Men* Invitations
patient, out-patient and follow- various aspects of mental health.
"In
September,"
Verville
contal Health Association (CCM'Imprinted Napkins
up
care,
partial
hospitalization,
tinued, "Barnard Albaugh of
Until July 1, Verville, acting
HA).
'Wedding Books
Weatherford was contracted to transitional housing, drugs, alco- director, is coordinating the
"It came to the attention of write a grant based on the infor- holism, consultation education,
•Hostess 8t Attendactivities
of
New
Horizons
out
the people at the CCMHA," said mation obtained by the task crisis intervention screening,
ants' Gifts.
of his office in the Mental
Verville, "that federal grant force.
child care and geriatrics.
Health
Clinic
in
the
east
wing
of
money for establishing a mental
Because the proposed mental Stewart Hall. But after the
"Although this grant has
health center was available."
Pint VurtL Qifh
merited the approval of both the health center will be a private, funding date, the central office
After noting the almost total National Institute of Mental rather than a state operation, a
lack of mental health services in Health in Washington and the fee for the offered services will be located in Clinton,
Weatherford
Western Oklahoma, their im- Regional Mental Health Office in will be charged. However, this with smaller satellite programs
scattered
in
towns
throughout
mediate action was to form a Dallas, we have not at this time will be a sliding fee and will be
Shopping Cenler
"task force" made up of people been funded and won't be until based on the income of the the eight-county territory.
from CCMHA who traveled over July 1."
person seeking help.
an eight-county containment
Southwestern students will
In
the
meantime,
New
Horiarea with the two-fold purpose
be eligible for the services,
zons
is
operating
on
a
small
inof determining the need for
and Verville stated that the
such a program and of gaining come contracted from the State out-patient care will more than
Department of Mental Health,
support from the people
W e
h a v e
O v e r s e a s
P o s i t i o n s
A v a i l a b l e
and must pass clerical and
Employment in a foreign tions.
t h e
n e w e s t
skills tests.
country can be fun, exciting
Teletypists and secretaries
Sound interesting? Contact
and challenging. Visit Paris in must also pass clerical and skills
the spring, see The Nile, Mt. tests. Most importantly all ap- U.S. Department of State reACCUTRON
Kilimanjaro, or the Queen of plicants must be willing to cruiters in Oklahoma City, April
England-all are possible with a serve anywhere in the world, 21-25. For an appointment
call 231-4611, Office of Percareer in the Foreign Service including Washington, D.C.
sonnel Management, A. P. Murof the Department of State.
QUARTZ
Applicants for positions in rah Building, 200 N.W. Fifth
Cheryl Thomas will be in vVashington, D.C, must be U.S.
Oklahoma City, heading up a citizens, at least 18 years of age, Street.
w a t c h e s
recruitment campaign at the Office of Personnel Management, L o c a l T o u r t o V i s i t
A l a s k a
f o r
G r a d u a t i o n .
A. P. Murrah Building, 200 N.
capture tourists' attention with
By SCOTT BRUM SON
W. Fifth Street.
Q u a r t z t e c h n o l o g y at its best.
If natural beauty and brisk its snow-capped peaks that
Recruitment Officers will insweep
in
a
500-mile
arc
across
Superbly accurate and virtually maintenance free... the
terview persons April 21 through weather seem appealing, an op- south-central Alaska.
Bulova Accutron Quartz is truly a classic in time.
portunity
to
indulge
in
nature
25, who are interested in posiCome in today and see our full selection of these
The tour will joumey through
tions as a secretary/stenographer will soon be possible.
handsome quartz watches You're sure to find one that
Fairbanks,
Anchorage,
and
wind
Southwestern
is
planning
an
overseas and in Washington,
suits you. Bulova Accutron Quartz for men and women
up
the
Alaskan
adventures
in
D.C., and teletypists overseas. Alaskan tour July 10-August 5
From $110.00.
Haines.
for
all
interested
students,
facTo qualify for secretarial
The
return
trip
will
include
positions, applicants must have a ulty, or anyone who enjoys
minimum of two years experi- seeing Mother Nature's wonders. visits to Seattle, Boise, Ida.,
The motor coach will leave Salt Lake City, and Pueblo,
ence, one of which has included
Weatherford
July 10 and tour Colo., before arriving in Weausing shorthand on the job.
Kansas
and
Nebraska
on route to therford Aug. 5.
Applicants for overseas teleBasic tour price is $1295
Alaska.
A
visit
to
Rapid
City,
typists positions must have at
least 18 months operational ex- S.D., arid a tour of Mt. Rush- which includes hotels, transportation, transfers, and nonperience. Cryptographic exper- more are also scheduled.
The motorcade will continue personal tips. For more inforience is helpful.
mation contact Cedric L. Crink,
Additionally, applicants for through North Dakota and into Director of Southwestern Tours,
Canada.
Tours
will
include
visits
overseas must be U.S. citizens,
to Calgary, Edmonton, and Southwestern State University,
at least 21 years of age, and Skagway.
Weatherford, Okla. 73096.
applicant and dependents are
On July 21, Tok, Alaska, will
subject to medical examinaN a t i o n a l S e c r e t a r i e s
W e e k
April 21-26

Why don't you get the girl that has done so much work
for you in your office a desk topper
A. Goldtone oval. Textured white dial. Arabic numerals. $140.00
Or in sllvertone with hour markers. $135.00
B. Roundtaced classic. Sllvertone. Silver brushed texture dial. Accuset. $110.00
C. Goldtone case. Rust dial. Mesh bracelet. $150.00
In sllvertone. Arabic numerals on white enamel dial. $140.00
0. Stainless steel case and band. Brushed blue dial. Day/date. Accuset. $185.00

bouquet or roses in a bud vase.

ACICS
F l o w e r s & Gift's

PHONE 772-3321
109 N. BROADWAY
WEATHERFORD, OKLAHOMA 73098

o)£et(ey i QJewe fay
Downtown Weatherford

S t u d e n t
S p o t l i g h t

Her duties in field artillery Marshall Conference at the Virnow include teaching weekend ginia Military Institute. The
classes to enlisted infantry men topic for the four-day seminar
in Clinton. These classes in- will be "National Security"
clude such subjects as basic and will feature many generals
soldier skills, tactical survival. and defense department officand infantry soldier instruction. ials.
She will have the opportunity
After her four years of active
duty are completed, Vonna can to participate in discussion
re-enlist or "go civilian" and be groups, tour historical museums
on reserve status. She said she and attend an awards ceredefinitely plans on re-enlisting mony. She will be one of the
and pursuing a career in the 279 cadets representing ROTC
detachments from all over the
service.
VONNA HALFORD
As the daughter of a service
man, military life will present
. . . l e a n
see
nothing new. She lived in A s t h e f i r s t
England and all over the United
Phone Counseling Now
Available
i d do
t h i n g s
f r o m
States during the 20 years w o m a n
Lonely? Troubled? Need someone to talk to?
her father served in the Air
S W O S U to
mt
o t h e r
Force.
There's always someone who cares at Contact, a group of
Vonna has been a very active
volunteer workers trained to listen and help. Callers may rely on
o m e n
will
cadet in the military science pro- r e c e i v e t h e
the workers' confidentiality. If they are unable to help, they may
gram at Southwestern. She is a
refer you to someone who can.
will
ever get
a
cadet captain and has her own h o n o r , s h e
Contact can be reached by calling 323-1064, Clinton; Entercompany to command, the Braprise
5-3025, Elk City, or 772-7867, Weatherford. Evening hours
b
e
i
n
t
h
e
h a n c e to do.
vo Company, comprised of miliare 6:30 p.m. to 11 p.m., weekdays, and 6:30 p.m. to 7 a.m.,
tary science freshmen and sophweekends.
minority.
omores.
ned. She is now classified
In addition to the Bravo
an E5 and will be commis- Company, she is also the comted on May 16 and pro- mander of the honor guard United States.
ted to Second Lieutenant company. This duty includes
As the first woman from r
t
he Reserves.
SWOSU to receive the honor.
She is presently serving in the 1 7 w o u l d
she will he in the minority at
M o n d a y
Id Artillery branch of the
the conference. Vonna reported
t
be
:rves until she receives her r a t h e r
that there were only about a
•
dical records degree in May
dozen women who attended
II. She will then serve active h e l p i n g i n
the honorary conference last
•
S p a g h e t t i
N i t e
y for four years. Vonna
year.
•
I have the choice of remain- f i e l d a r t i l l e r y
Being named the Outstanding
in field artillery or joining
Senior Cadet ol this unit was
quite a surprise .or Vonna.
Medical Service Corp branch t h a n b e h i n d a
"I was real shocked, and I was
I working in an Army Post
not expecting it," she said
ipital in the Medical Records d e s k .
All you can
modestly.
partment.
Vonna felt that she has a
According to Vonna, the
at advantage in getting her responsibility of the color guard.most valuable thing she has
nmission one year before flag detail and cannon crew. gained from being in ROTC
duation. "Most people just At football games Vonna could is the opportunity to learn
e a t
f o r
one branch and that is what be seen running from one end of her capabilities and limitations.
the
field
to
the
other
making
She added, "Sometimes I even
y go into. I get to try out
Id artillery for a year, and sure everything was going learn what my limitations
nde if I want to stay in it or smoothly for these three units. aren't!"
Besides serving as commandmge," she explained.
$ 2 . 5 9
For S t u d e n t
"I would rather be helping er, Vonna also takes time to
•
field artillery than behind a participate in the Pershing Killc
ik if it came right down to a military tactics and drill team.
Spotlight
Recently, she traveled with the
r," she added.
1
team to the Regimental ConSU Attends
test in Fayetteville, Ark. For
Suggestions
Ihe contest, Vonna and Sandra
772-2650
^
P I Z Z A
•
pring Retreat
Hogan put together a twoCall Ext.
4701
Approximately 90 students man exhibition drill with rifles
which
placed
third
in
competim Southwestern will attend
! BSU Spring Retreat, April tion with other teams from
on
Mon.,
•20, at Falls Creek Baptist Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas and
embly. Tom Turvavtlle, Ho- Missouri.
309 N. Washington •
Today Vonna will leave in
Wed.,
Fri.
rt junior, will be contending
military
transportation
from
Ft.
• the office of state president
Sill to attend the George C.
the BSU.
The Missionaires, a local
Theophilus
iU musical group, and Bob
mpbell, a frequent speaker to
( THAT, SON,\
HE LOVES HIS FRlENPS ANP
/HAVE!
ident groups, will be among
NEIGHBORS AND EVEN HIS
I
ISA
EVER
e entertainment for the 25
\ CHRISTIAN! J
ENEMIES. HE PRAYS OFTEH
1 SEEN ONE
lieges and universities attend5 the event.
IS KIND, GENTLE, HOLY AMP
MOKE INTERESTED IN GOING TO
Anyone wishing to attend
ould register at the BSU CenHEAVEN THAN IN ALL
r. Transportation will be leavEAJ7THLY RICHES
g the BSU at 3 and 5 p.m. on
G o
]
riday, April 18.
By PAM ROBISON
llonde, fair, soft-spoken
ma Halford worked a desk
at a hospital and thought
ytlung was fine until she
ed ROTC and found out
she could do more than
sit behind a desk.
'For me, the most exciting
ig about ROTC is that as a
nan, I can see and do things
most other women will
er get a chance to do," the
tary science senior ex-

WANT AD
TEACHERS WANTED: West
d other states. Placements
ice 1946. Southwest Teachers'
jency, PO Box 4337, Albuqucr- CHURCH OF CHRIST BIBLE CHAIR
ie, N.M. 87196.

c

f.L

Devotional Tuesday 7:00 p.m.

A

1

Billy King, Director

Office Phone: 772-5179
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H e a d l i n e
B a n q u e t
THE SOUTHWESTERN
invites
Frosty Troy, editor of The tured in Time Magazine, True
KENNETH E. COOPER
Oklahoma Observer, will be the Magazine, Newsweek and other
and guest
featured guest speaker at the national publications.
Troy was one of 300 finalto be our special guests at
English Club Banquet Thursday,
ists in Time's special issue on
April 24.
the Vesta showing of
The banquet is scheduled for rising leaders in America.
"COAL MINER'S
Motto of The Oklahoma
7 p.m. in the Weatherford
DAUGHTER."
First United Methodist Church Observer which is published by
Please
call for tickets at
Fellowship Hall, and the public Troy's wife, Helen, is: "To
the Vesta Box Office.
comfort
the
afflicted
and
to
is invited. Tickets are $5 each
and are available by calling afflict the comfortable."
SWOSU at 772-6611, Ext. 4272.
T U R N YOUR S U M M E R
$$$
Troy, a Pulitzer Prize nomB R E A K S INTO E X T R A BUCKS
$$$
inee in 1963 for reporting in
the field of mental health,
K E L L Y SERVICES, will have more employhas twice been named "Friend
ment opportunities this summer than ever
of Education in Oklahoma"
before!!! Are you a college student or a
by the state's teachers. He also
has been named "Newsman of
teacher? Oo you have a neighbor, a relative
the Year" for investigative reor a close friend who wants to work this
porting and is the youngest
summer? If so, please call the local Kelly
GLANCING THROUGH the campus newspaper are the recent editor ever inducted into the
office immediately!!!
winners of the OCPA individual competition awards and newly- Oklahoma Journalism Hall of
elected officers of OCPA. Pictured are (from left) Teresa Moore, Fame.
WE WANT TO HELP!!!
In addition to editing The
Saundra Rinearson, Tim Allen and Kim Turner.
Kelly Services, Inc.
Phone No. 848-8545
Oklahoma Observer, Troy has a
50 Penn Place, Mezzanine Level
daily radio commentary covering
Oklahoma and is a commen"North OKC"
tator for National Public Radio.
Students Take Honors
Kelly Services, Inc.
Phone No. 631-8856
Troy, a political writer his
4827
South
Western
Three members of THE the Association. Other journa- entire career, is a former head
"South OKC"
SOUTHWESTERN staff received lism students attending were of the State Capitol Bureau
Robin
Arnold,
Enid
freshman,
and
the
Washington
Bureau
for
awards at the spring conference of the Oklahoma Col- and Theresa Gdanski, Hinton the Tulsa Tribune. The Oklahoma Observer has been feaSTARTS
legiate Press Association held freshman.
The convention was held in Artists to Exhibit
last Friday at Tulsa's Oral
FRIDAY!
ORU's Mabee Center with sesRoberts University.
sions
on
newspapers,
yearbooks,
Talents
Saturday
Second place in sports writArt lovers will soon have a
ing went to Tim Allen, Hobart and photography. Females in the
Sissy Spacer
sophomore; third place went to job market, things to say when chance to indulge in their
applying
for
a
newspaper
posiTommy
Lee Jones
favorite hobby during the
Kim Turner, Dill City senior,
for reviews, and third place tion, and current trends in the Southwest Festival of the Arts.
went to Cathy Sauer, Clinton journalism job market were the
The festival, sponsored by the
topics of a panel discussion
senior, for editorials.
Arts
Festival Committee of the
held by Dr. Harry Heath, head
Two members of the year- of the Oklahoma State Univer- Chamber of Commerce, will be
book staff, Sandra Rinearson, sity journalism department. Bob held in Means Park April 19.
Oklahoma City freshman, and Harring of the Tulsa World, and
Artists from Oklahoma. KanTeresa Moore, Alex freshman, Donn Dodd of the Claremore
sas
and Texas will be selling
were elected to serve on the Progress. A banquet was held
OCPA executive committee for for the schools attending, and their works which will range
*"
- >
'"•S. \.
from pottery to paintings.
the coming year.
M
the convention concluded with
In addition to the art exRinearson was elected vice- an offer of tours of the ORU
president and Moore will serve campus, Channel 2, and the hibition, the festival will inat 7:30 & 9:30
772-5818
as Senior College Director for Tulsa World.
clude talent from area eleFri. & Sat.
mentary schools, high schools
VESTA
and universities.
BE
W I S E
A D V E R T I S E !
. T H E A T R E jf.
MIDNIGHT MOVIE!
Art connoisseurs will be able
to visit the various food booths
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
that will be centered in the
festival area.
S P E C I A L
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a

lan Welch, representative tary; Nancy Gettys, treasurer,
former Southwestern Alumni Athlete.
he Jim Hamilton for Senate and Tresa Hohman, historian.
paign, was guest speaker at
Also discussed was the up- A p r i l 20-25
First Baptist Church - W e a t h e r f o r d
1510 East Davis
Young Democrats meeting. coming annual Honor Banquet
h spoke to members and which will be held April 29.
iry students about importBanquet activities include
points in Jim Hamilton's presentations of awards, schol>aign for a Senate seat. arships and the announcement
indents and faculty mem- of the new Miss Gamma Delta
Thursday: University Might
participated in a question Kappa.
6:00 p.m.
answer session concerning
• **
ilton's political opinions
The Southwestern Spanish
Free meal i, music
expectations.
Club, Sombreros y Mantillas,
jiy student interested in ob- recently held their spring ban•Lt>
ng further information quet. This year instead of the
tt the Jim Hamilton for traditional covered dish dinner,
ite Campaign should con- they ate at the LaCocina Resdaplain ba*eba(( tea
a member of the Young taurant.
Keith Wiginion
Senior urar
j r . & Sr. y ear i
locrats.
Eighteen of the Spanish Club
Speaker
* * •
members and guests attended
lemonstrations of fire by the "fiesta."
Outstanding Southwestern Athlete 1954-58
ion and first aid were given
The Spanish Club has planned
nembers and pledges of Al- a picnic for April.
Phi Omega when they parated in the annual Boy
its of America Camporee
1 11-13.
P E O P L E
G O
T O
K E N T U C K Y
he camporee was held at * SOME
k Kettle, a Boy Scout
p about 80 miles northwest
'eatherford.
Jpha Phi also gave instrucs on wind and weather to
T O
W I N
T H E
D E R B Y .
. .
Scouts and supervised the
fire.
* * •
Ifficers, awards, and banis were the central topics of
SOME PEOPLE JUST GO TO WIN!
ussion at the Gamma Delta
pa meeting.
lembers of the women's
or sorority elected new ofrs for the coming year.
y are Denise Williamson,
ident; Lynette Hill, viceident; Karen Maguire, secree m o r o f trje$8i>«>R

TONI L A T I M E R
Chemistry Major
Washington, Okla.

A few weeks this summer can put you in the winner's circle with. . .

Sponsored By
Glenn Wright
Jake Wright II
Representatives For

- - -Up to $2,500 or more during your next two years of college.
- - -Up to 8 elective hours of academic credit we'll pay you to take.
—A chance for a full tuition, fees, and books scholarship.
- - -A competitive edge to get the employment YOU want after graduation.

GlIk'glMlsU.T
Fidelity Union Life

- - -A commission as an officer in the Oklahoma National Guard, Army Reserve, or United States
Army.

S e n i o r of trjp 399erb
Take this page
to the Sirloin of
America for your
American Sirloin
Dinner for two with
drink and salad bar.
Charles L. Sanders
Of The
Sirloin of America
Good thru May 31, 1980

If vou are a Freshman Sophomore, or have two years remaining toward your pharmacy or graduate
degree at Southwestern, investigate, without obligation, how the Military Science Opportunity can put
you in the winner's circle NOW.

Call: Major Tom Tompkins
Military Science Department
Extension 4314

Bulldogs Split with Tigers and Eagles
. ... ,
..
th* victory
virtnrv in
in the
the first
first contest
contest me
tne tempo
tempo of
of the
the remainder
remainde of
the
front during the third inning
1-1
the contest. The Eagles' seven
By TIM ALLEN
and
moved
his
record
up
to
4-3.
with three runs to make the
Three runs by the Tigers in He struck out seven batters runs came in the first three
With close to 11 double- score 3-2.
the second frame increased their and walked five in the seven- innings.
headers left on the Bulldogs
Southwestern evened the lead to 4-1. The Bulldogs inning game.
1980 slate, coach Larr> GeurMike Conway, Todd Henshaw
game
in the fifth inning with one couldn't get on the scoreboards
kink's squad has a record of
and
Rex Enterline scored the
Bulldog
Jackie
Hogg
had
a
again until the fourth inning
11-7 in the NAIA and a 2-4 run. In the sixth inning, the when they scored one run, but three-run homer in the fourth only runs for the Bulldogs.
Bulldogs
scored
two
more
runs,
Oklahoma Intercollegiate ConRex Thompson dropped his
but East Central bounced right East Central kept their three- inning of the first contest. record to 3-2 in the game.
ference mark.
back with five runs in the fifth point difference by scoring an- David Tuteral and Rex EnterThis past week the Bulldogs to hold a three-point lead. other run in the fourth.
line got two hits for four trips Southwestern traveled to Alto the plate.
split with Oklahoma Christian
va yesterday to play OIC opponEast
Central's
final
runs
came
Steve Kemp's home run in
College and East Central. East
in the sixth inning and the Three hits isn't enough to win ent Northwestern and will go to
the
final
inning
aided
in
the
Central was the conference
Bulldogs narrow victory, and Bulldogs couldn't make up the a ball game, and Southwestern Shawnee to play Oklahoma
match-up for Southwestern.
proved that fact true in the Baptist University tomorrow beSouthwestern's defense held off difference.
"It is hard to go to Ada and the charges of East Central
fore returning home to battle
Bill McMahan gave up five of second game with OCC.
OCC and split with them," for the win.
OCC jumped out on top in Northeastern in a conference
the runs and was handed the
said Geurlcink, "I am very
David Hogner, Kevin Oakes loss while John Stephenson and the first inning and controlled tilt Saturday.
glad."
and Lamont Woody each had Harrell Booker also saw action
East Central was the first of two singles in the contest. on the mound.
the games for Southwestern on Hurler Jim Janzen was credited
Southwestern got six hits in
April 8, and the Bulldogs won the victory for the Bulldogs the seven-inning contest, comthe opening game by a 9-8 and Mike Purdum also pitched. mitted six errors and had two
K « n t i d t y f r i e d C
k k t a n9
margin and East Central won the
RBI's.
In
the
second
game,
leadnightcap 8-2.
off batter Hogner pounced on
The Bulldogs bombed the
The Bulldogs jumped out to a the ball and belted a home OCC Eagles April 10 in the first
Come in & see what the Colonel has to offer:
quick 2-0 lead in the first inning run in the first inning to give game 8-2, but OCC rallied back
and Southwestern's defense Southwestern the eaiiy lead, in the final game and won 7-2
played tough and shut the but East Central came back with in a non-conference game.
HIS SPECIAL CHICKEN: Original Recipe
Tigers down. Both teams were a run in the second half of the
Once more the Bulldogs
scoreless in the second inning inning and evened the game,
started off on the right foot
and East Central popped out in
with a 2-0 lead in the first Extra Crispy Barbecue
inning. The Eagles scored one
run in the second inning to close
I n t r a m u r a l
N e w s the gap, but Southwestern ext SEVEN DIFFERENT SELECTIONS OF FISH & CHIPS
ploded
in
the
fourth
inning
with
laws 32-30; Lemons forfeited
INTRAMURAL NEWS
six runs.
4/1: Pike 1 beat TKE 1 to Elks; Hutto's Outlaws over
The game with OCC was al- I FISH I CHICKEN COMBO
Chi
Alpha
54-38;
Doormats
31-23; Silverware forfeited to
Sig Tau 1; Electric Chair beat over Just Another Team 23- most perfect as the Bulldogs
the BSU Bombers 47-38; Kappa 22; No Names beat Silver Bul- committed no errors. SouthSi over BSU Deacons 35-29; lets 36-30; Mean Machine over western's big fourth inning • If s nice to feel so good about a meal.
upped the score to 8-1 going
Hubic Pairs edged AGA Out- Loaners 35-31.
4/2: Pike 2 drilled Phi Delts 1 into the final three innings. j K g n t u c k y F r i e d C h i c k e n
OCC's comeback in the fifth
69-14; BSU Cavaliers over FacM i k e Douglas
ulty 26-20; WB's over Ding frame with one run was not
says:"Ifyou
Dong Daddies 36-28; Funky enough, and the Bulldog de- I Weatherford Shopping Center
Weatherbeans over Exterminat- fense was fierce and Southknow CPR*, you
ors 40-38; Little Kings edged western won the opening battle.
never know when
Steve Kemp took credit for
Mad Bombers 33-31; Deathwish
you'll save a life."
over No Names 31-30; Bluejays beat No Names 25-22;
Funkadelics over Loaners 5436; Phi Delta Chi forfeited to
C O L L E G E
L
A
U
N
D
R
Y
BSU Disciples; Silver Bullets
forfeited to Mortgagers; Rookies over The Gang 49-34; BSU
Bombers over Phi Delta Chi 1
717 N . E i g h t h
56-16.
4/3: Alcoholics forfeited to
Pike 1; Doormats over Eagles
'Cardiopulmonary
38-36; Kappa Si 1 over Rockin
resuscitation training
Chair 37-26; Lemons forfeited
is available through
NEW GE MACHINES
to The Gang; Braves over Good
your local Red Cross
Nads 51-43; Mean Machine over
Chapter. Call.
Little Kings 36-23; Just Another Team over Silver Bullets
22-20; Guns over Honyocks
42-26;
Wildcats over Greer
2 0
M a c h i n e s
&
9
D r y e r s
+
County 32-30; JD's forfeited to
Oh Guns; Chi Alpha over Elks
48-18; Electric Chair drilled
BSU Disciples 48-26.
N o w

i st h e t i m e

S o a p

C l e a n

M a c h i n e

to get outfitted
for the upcoming
R e m o d e l e d

C o i n

College Rodeo.

C^ou'boifS are never on/ o

N e w

y r r r r n f . - f f . ' . ' f i t f ' i ' i i a ; ZZZZZZZZZ
GAYER'S

WESTERN

W E A R

121 r m z s 3 a 2 z r z z 2 2
Weatherford Shopping Center

Open 24 Hours A Day

O w n e r

C h a n g e r

